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T 1STIME to admit that the theories and

ideals of decision making we have held
over the past 25 yaw are inadequate and
misleading, having produced unused decision
aids, ineffective decision training programs
and inappropriate dmtrine. The Department
of Defeme (DOD) often follows the lead of
behaviortd scientists, so it is important to
,alert DOD policy makers to new developmerm in medels ofdeci.4on making.’
The culprit is an ideal of adytical decision making which asserts that we must aluzws genemte options Systematically identify
criteria for evaluating these options, assign
weights to the ewduation criteria, rate each
option on each criterion and tabulate the
worm to fmd the bmt option. We call this a
model of concurrent option comparimn, the
idea beii that the deehlon maker delikates
about kveml optioms concurrently, The technical term is mukiatrribute utility analysis.
Another analytical ideal is decision anrdy-
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sis, a teelmique for evaluating an option as in
a chess game. The decision maker looks at a
branching tree of responses and counterrespomes and estimatm the probability and
utility of each possible fumre state in order to
ealcrdate maximum and minimum outcomes.
Eoth of these methods, mukiatuibute utility
analysis and derision analysis, have been used
to build deckion tmining programs and automated decision aids. z
These srmtegies sound good, but in practice they are often disappointing. They do
not work under time pressure beeause rhey
take too long. Even when there is enough
rime, they require much worn and lack fkxibility for handliig rapidly changing field conditions.
imagine this situation (which we actually
observed): Ao Army brigade planning @aff
errgages in a 5-hour command and eontrd exercise. One requirement is to delay the enemy
advance in a specific secmr. The ogwzwions
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and *
officer 4S3) pinpoiitsa location
tnirses,
it is a
that a&rns ideal ~or Dhmtina
the mad
dmke pint in a w~ed ~-where
an be destroyed. A pkm develops, to crater
the road, mine the sides off the toad ahd direct the arrilby on the enemy as he either
halts or slows his advance ro work around the
cbrack.
During the platmii session, there
iite objections that it ia impawibie to have
forward observers call in the artillery, and
that widxarr artillery support to take advantage of the enemy slowdown, the mines
would do no good. Somemm su~esrs using
FASCAM (tily
of scarterabIe mines), but
another person notes that FASCAMwiIl not
work in trees, only in open areas. Chd~ after
this thorough considemtion and subsequent
rejection of his initial choice, does the S3
consider an open area also favorable fix an at.
tillery attack and aeket it as the poirtt of the
action.
Suppe the planners had tried to list each
and every available option, every pmsible site
all over the map, and then evaluate the
strengths and weaknewes of each? There was
simply not enough time in the session to do
this for each po.wible deeision. We counted
27 decisions made during the 5 hours, an average of one every 12 minutes. Even thii is
misleadhg, since it does not take into ac.
count time taken by inoxntptions and communications+ We estimate that abour 20 of
the deeisions took 1s.ss than 1 minute, five
took less than 5 minutes and perhaps only
two were examined for more than 5 minutes.
Obviously, there is not enough rime for each
deeision, osing snalyrieal ermcurrent option
comparisons. And if we ny to approach ordy
a few choices in thk way, whieb ones? It is
even more complicated to screen decisions for
deliberation. Analytical strategies just will
not work in this type of setting.
1 am not saying that people should tiever
deliberate about several options. Clearly,
there are times to use such analytical strategies. We have watched DOD design engi-
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=a@rs
made with

problems s~~~
how to
apply a new technology to m, extstmg msk.
Here it did make sense to carefuUy list all the
options for ittut devices and displays and to

‘Thepofrrt... ist&atthe~
ate diffkmst Swsp b make lkisions,
analfl”calwayv arrdoeccgnitiorridways,
msddmt.emuatundeswand she
~~bib
of LrOs%
in order m
~eed~hn
-,

sys,terustically analyze strengths and weakoessra to get down ro a smaIl number of conf@rsrions for testing.
The Wfit for thii srticIe is that there are
dlfferenr ways ro make decisions, analytical
ways and recognirional ways, and thar we
must understand the strengths and knits of
both in order to improve military decision
makii. Trro many people say that the ideal is
for soldiers to think more systematically, to
lay out all their options and to become, in ef.
feet, miniature operations researchers. This
attitude ia”even built into military doctrine.
For example, US Army Field Manual 101—5,
St#Orgar@iarr
and Operations, advises decision makers to go rhrnugh the steps Of mulriattribute utility analysis.) Such advice may ~fren be unworkable and sometimes .rnaE be
dangerorm To understand why we must”~t a
clear ides of what sktiled dectilon makes-sfi.
For the past four yean, my colleagues&d I
have been studying experienced decliion
makers, faced with real tasks that often have
lie and death consequences. We have smdwd
tank plaroon leaders, battle commaridek en:
gaged in operational
plannin
at Fort
Leavenworth, Fort Riley, Fort fiood, Fo~t
Stewart and the National Tmining Center tar
l%rr Irwin. (Prior to that, we observed Ak
Force and Army battle commanders at BL!JE
FLAG. ) We studied urban fireground :om-

manders and wildland fireground corn.
mandem (with over 20 years of experience) as
rhey conducted actual operations. We also
studkd computer programmers, paramedks,
maintenance officers and design engineers.
Many of the decisions we examined were
made under extreme time pressure. In some
domains more than 85 percent of the decisiom were made in less than 1 minute.
We found that concurrent option compru-ison hardly ever occurred. That is, experienced decision makers rarely thought about
two or more options and tried to figure out
which was better. In this article, I will describe the recognitional decKlon strategies we
did find, differentiate between the situations
that call for ara+rical or recognirional stmte.
gies and examine some of the implications for
mflirmy decision making.
Recognitianii

Oecisio;

MzMng

When we told one commander that we
were studying decision making, he replied
that he never made any dec~lons! What he
meant was that he never constructed two or
more options and then struggled to choose
the best one. After interviewing him, we
learned that he did handle decisions all the
time. After studying over 150 experience deciion
makers and 450 decisions, we concluded that his approach to decision making is
typical of people with yearn of experience and
we have derived a model of this typical
strategy.
BaaicaHy, proficient decision makers are
able to use their experience to recognize a sit.
uation as famihar, wklch gives them a sense
of what goals are feasib[e, what cues are important, what to expect next and what
actions are typical in that situation. The ability to recognize the typical action means that
experiencrxf decision makers do not have to
do any concurrent deliberation about options.
They do not, however, just blindly carry out
the acoons. They first consider whether there
are any potential problems and only if every-

thii seems reasonable, do they go ahead.
A recognitional approach can save time
and effort for more impmmnt concerns. h
experienced brigade commander leoked at a
map and selected a site for an engagement
area (a place to set up artillery and air attacks
on an enemy advance). Other sites were then
prqwsed that he had not even bothered to
consider, although they seemed plausibIe to
his less-experienced sukn-dinate. He was able
to explain why each alternative was defective
and seemed surprisd that anyone would even
tilnk about them. In other words, his skill
enabled him to generate only plausible OP
tions w that he dld not have to bather with
computing advantages and d~advanrages. He
could use all of h~ experience to judge what
was needed for the situation. He cmdd gener.
ate a workable first option, so there was no
rearm for hlm to generate many more options
and then have to perform a painsrakii eval.
uation of them.
We call thii a “recognition.primed dec~lon
(RPD).” The officer used experience to recognize the key aspects of the situation, ens.
blmg a rapid reaction. Once a decision maker
identifies the typical action, there is usually a
step of imagining what will happen if the ac.
I Ewerrente the S!tuatmn m a Ch.angmr,CoIItaxt ~

o

ImagmeAct(on
[1)

Figure 1
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Recognmon.Primed
DecrsIon(RPD) model
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tion is carried out in this situation. If any piti%lls are imagined, then the deckion maker
will try to modify the action. If that does not
work, the CIffker jettisons it and thinks about
the next most typical action.
Notice that the experienced decision
makers are not searching for the best option.
They only want to find one that works, a
suategy called “satiAciryg.” We have found
SIIMIYcasEs where dectilon makers examined
several options, one after the other, without
ever comparing one to another. Because
there is no deliberated option comparison,
experienced decision makers may feel that
they are relying on something mysterious
called “intuition” and they may be mildly defensive about it if they are questioned carefid.
ly. One implication of our work is that this is
not a mysterious prccess. It is a remgnitioml,
pattem-rnatch~
process that flows from exe
perience. It shoold not be durmted
just be.
cause all aspects of it are not open to conscioos scrutiny.
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the
RPD model. It shows that if the events conmadict expectancies, the experienced deckion
maker may reexamine the way the situation is
being understood. The basic thrust of the
model is that decision makers handle decision
points, where there are several options, by
SeeO@iring what the situation calls for rather
than by calculating the strengths and weakness of the dfierent options. The concept
of recogrritionaJ dectiton makii has been developing only in the last few years.
We have found that even with nonroutine
incidents, experienced decision makers handle approximately 50 to 80 pereent of decisions using recognitional strategies without
any effort to contrast two or more opnons. If
we include all decision points, routine plus
nonroutine,
the proportion of RPDs goes
much higher, more rhan 90 percent. For novices, however, the rate of RPDs can dip to 40
percent. We have also found that when there

Pmtieientdecisiorrmakersss&abfe
tu me theirexpesiesrceto nxogmke a sit.
ua?ionaslimtis%, whichgives them a
sense of wbatgoafsarei+ible, whatcues
,
aneirnportan~what to expect mxtarrd
whatactiorssaretypieafindratsitrmtimr. ~
The abisltyto mcogrue the typicafaction I
means thateapaienced decisionrrmfsera
do
not have to do any corremmntdehlsemtion
aboutoptions... ifeverythingseems ~
masorrafde
. . . theygo ahead..,. :

~;
is deliberation, experienced decision mkers
deliberate more than novices about the naiure
of the situaion, whereas novices deliberate
more than experts about which r-e
EOselect. In other words, it rs more typical of pm-,
ple with lower levels of experience to foas
on carefbl thiiing about the best option.
What about team decrsion making? Sin~
many decisions are made withii a network of
coordinating organizations and by several

f.
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The RPD model assumesthatdeeisionrrrskemevaluatetypirdactions
dsatsituation.Suchan evaluationlets
h imagin@ how they willbe -“edoutin
the decisionrrsakerimpmvethe optionarrdakorqjeeti~ifneeessary. Arral@”cdmodek
pn=smtstmngmethock forevaluadngset+of options.These modek make itrimmsvem”ent
fir
the userto isnpmveoptionssince dsatwoufdforce the evaluationm &gin again.

people at each node in the network, we have
also examined distributed decision makkg.
Teams and networks demand more justification and conflict resolution, so we expect
to find more examples of concurrent option
comparison, that is, contrasting two or more
options. However, in our studies, this has not
~curred. Earlier I described a 5-hour corn.
mand and control planning session m which
we tabulated 27 decisions.~. Only one of these
showed any evidence of concurrent option
comparison. My earlier example of the operations planning officer choosing a site to disrupt the enemy advance illustrates recognitional dec~lon makhg by a team. Similarly,
our other studies of team decision making
f~und the team behaving
much like
individuals-generating
a plauslble option,
evaluating it by imagining what could go
wrong, trying to “sati<lce,” trying to improve
the, option to overcome m Iimltanons and
sometimes rejecting or tabling an option to
move on in a more promising dwection.
How is W
fmrn

RPLI

Anal~icai

Model
Decision

Different
Making?

The RPD model describes how choices can
be made without comparing options: by perceiving a situation as typical; perceiving the
typical action in that me of siruatiory and
evaluating potential barriers to carrying out
the action. This reco~itional approach contrasts to analytical decision rndchg in several
ways
~ The RPD model concentrates on ‘%atisficing~’ whereas models of decision analysis
and concurrent option comparison have em-
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phasized opnmizing (trying to find the Lxst
option).
~ The RPD mmlel asserts that experienced
declslon makers genetate a gcod option as the
first one they consider. However, concurrent
option comparison assumes that generating
options is a semirandom process, with some
coarse screening to ensure that only relevant
optiom are considered.
~ The RPD model focuses on smuation assessment. In contrast, concurrent option
evaluation models have placed more of the
empha.m on selecting among options than on
recognizing situations
0 Another dfierence is the evaluation of
options. The RPD model assumes that decisicm makers evaluate typical actions by ima~
ining how they will be carried out in that situation. Such an evaluation lets the decision
maker improve the option and also reject it, if
necessa~. Analytical mudels present strong
methods for evaluating sets of options. These
models make it inconvenient for the user to
improve options since that would force the
evaluation to begin again.
~ The RPD model assumes that decision
makers will usually have an option available
regardless of how tight the time constraints
are. Experienced decision makem usually start ,
with a typical option. If time permits, this option will be evaluated; if defective, it will be
replaced by the next most typical option. In
contrast, analytical models provide no guidance until slier options =e generated, evalua.
tion criteria and weights established, ratings
accomplished and tabulations completed. If a
reaction is needed before this process is fin-
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iehed, the decKlon maker is out of luck.
By contmeting recognitional and analytical
decision making, we can see the smengths of
each. Recognitioml dec~ton malrhg ia more
important when experienced personnel are
working under time pressure on concrete,
contextually dependent tasks in chang~ envimnmen~ and have a “aattilcing” criterion
of selecting the first option that locks like it
will work, It comm into play when the unit is
an individual or a cohesive team that does
not reach deadlda
over cofiicts. Recognitional deciiosrs can ensure that the deciion
maker is pursed to act. Its d~dvantagee are
that it is hard to articulate the basis of a deeision and it is diffkuk to reconcile confhcta.
Furthermore,
it cannot ensure “optimal”
courses of action and thk ia especially imWrtant for anticipating the opponent’s stmtegies
in preparation for the worst case. Ako, it is
fiky to Iet inexperienced peraomel “shoot
from the hip.”
Concurrent option comparison has the opposite smengths and weaknesses. It is more
helpful for novice+ who lack an experience
base and for seasoned decision makers confronting novel conditions. his apt to be used
when thete is ample time for the decision. It
comes into play when rhe data are abstract,
preventing decision makers from using cmrcrete exp-sriences. It makes it easy to break
do~ new tasks and complex make that recognition cannot handle. It is especially important when there is a need to pratifj the deciEffect on Usirrg
Analytical Decisions

Factor
Experience level

Decrease

Time Pressure

Decrease

Dynamic Events

Decrease

Abstract Data

lrrcrewe

Just[f!catwn

Increase

Conflict Resolution
Optimization
Computational Complexty

Increase

F,gure2

Increase
hrcrease

Factorsafkctmgthe use of

Qsce a decisionnrakeridentities
tiretypicafaction,thereisusuallyastep
ofimaginingwhat willlteppefs ifdre action
k earriedmrtin thisdusstion.ifenypitf%lh
ins insagin~ dsendsedeckion makera
irytomodi@ theaction.ifdretdoes not
itanddsirdca
work, the ofticerjettiamre
aboutdrenext moattypicalactrius... the
experienceddecisionmakessam not
-*
for tisebeatoption. Tlaeyonfy
wantto t%tdone thatworks.

slon to others,

since wr5rificati0n usually re.

quires us to list reaw~ and indicate thei~ irnportsnce. Analyncal decision maKmg is mqre
helpful when there is a conflict to be fesolved, especially when the conflicr it’wQvea
people with diferent concerm. It is ~ i y a
ketrer strategy m use when one needs SSfQptimal solution. And finally analytical decision
makksg rs needed when the problem ‘inv@ves
so much computational
complexity thar
recognitional processes are bradequate. ~However, its cost is more time and effort, and
more of a dwconnect with the experience of
the decision maker. Figure 2 presents the
conditions that increase a decision makei’s
tendency to use analytical strategies rather
than rely on recognirioml decision makmg.
I am not claiming that there is a right way

recogmtlonai and analyhcal declslons
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lkiawn

aft-k can fnta’fk

Widr

operatora.It is no wondimthatfield
officersrqI”eet
decisionaidsmquirhg
them to tilengthyanalyticalptocea.ws
when the drnea*le
k not adeqrrata

or a wrong way to make deckiom. Different
conditions call for different strategies. My
goal is not to reject analytical dec~lon making, but to make clear what ita strengrhs and
weaknesses are so that it can b applied more
frukfldly.
‘ For too long we have emphasized one
strategy-the analytical one. That is the one
required by doctrine. That is the one we”have
been teachksg. That is the one we have been
building deciion aids to promote.
Pmbkms

with

Anal@cai

Decision

Mating

We c.~te problems of CTedibiliowhen we
present doctrine about one right way to make
dec~lo=the
analytical strategy-and thereby force offkers and soldiem to ignore doctine in making the vast majority of time.
premred operational decisions during training exercises. It does not take them long to
realii that doctrine is irrelevant in this area
and to wonder whether it can be trusted in
other areas.
We can create problems in effidmq when
we teach analytical decision techniques to
military personnel who will have little or no
Opporm@ to use them. Worse yet, we cre.
ate problems in effectiverre-sfor pasonnel who
my to apply these tec~ques and fail.
We create problems of competencewhen we
build decision aids and decidon supgxrrt systems that assume analytical decision srmtegiea. ~ese systems are Iiiely to reduce inputs
to the form of absoact alphanumeric data and
to restrict the operator’s job to that of aseas-
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ing pmbabllities, entering subjective utilities,
providing context-free ratings and so forth.
This mi~ the skilled operator’s ability to sire
up situations, to notice incongruities and to
rhii up ways to impmve options. In orher
words, these deci.ion aids can interfere with
and frustrate the performance of skilled operators. It is no wonder that field Offkers o+ect
decision aids requiring them to use lengthy
analytical processes when dte time available is
not adequate.
Human error is ofien exp[ained in terms of
decision hias.’ The concept of decision bias is
that people are predii
to make poor decisions because of several inherent tendencies, such as inaccurate use of base rates,
over-reliance on those data that are more readily available or appear more representative,
low ability to rake sample size into account
and dtilcuky in deducing logical conclusions.
TM argument is often made by scientists who
want to convince us that human decision
makers (orher than themselves) cannot be
uusted, and we therefore need these scientists
to develop deckion aids to keep the rest of us
fium making grievous errors.
However, rhe decision bias argument has
been recently attacked as unjustified and selfserving.e The evidence that humans are inherently bbsed decision makers comes from
experiments run under artificial laboratory
conditions. Furthermore, judgment bkases appear to have a very small impact outside labcrratory condkions. It is easy to use the benefit
of hhdsight to label each accident an example of decision bias that can best be conuolled by more rigomw analytical pdures.
For example, expert testimony was given by
some psychologists about the %cennes epi. ,
aode. Wkh the benefit of hdight,
it was
clear that something had gone wrong and
there was an assumption that human error
was to blame. One piece of testimony suggest.
ed that the crew was guilty of expectancy bias. They were expecting an F-14 attack and
focused on cues that fit that expectation.
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&rerttestkrrony wwegivenbysomepsychahgists abouttheVineemes episode:
UFtbthebenetitofhinds&h~it wasclearthatsomethinghadgone wmngarrd
them weaen assumptionthatlxnnanerrorwasto bkinre.ihepr”ece of te@imony
SW=red ~t he C*W w@ffWof
-fancy
bh. Bey wereexpeednganFZ4
atiackend rkrsed on cues thatfit thate.xpeati”on.

However, If the errrrr had km in the other
direction, an F.14 attack that was missed,
then the blame w..Id have been placed on
base-rate bias, t%lure to take base rates and
prior expectancies into aecormr. My impres.
sion is that with hindsight, every error ean be
explrined as a bw, but this mqy not be telling us much. I run more in agreement wirh
the testimony showing how the Wuennes’
control mom failed m pruvide the crew with
the cues and information that would have enabled them to take advantage of their exper.
tise. They were prevented hum using recOgnitioml decision stmtegies.
My own impression is that experienced deciskm makers do an excellent job of coping
with time pressure and dynamic cnndirions.
Rather than trying to change the way they
think, we should be finding ways to help
them. We should be developing techniques
for bmaderrirrg their experience base through
tminhg, so they em gain situation =~ment
more quickly and accurately.
If we can give up our old single-theory analytical perspectives and appreciate the fact
that there are a variety of decision strategies,

we ean improve operatimml decision maldng
in a number of ways.
One opportunity is to improve strategies
for effective team decision making. Staff ex.
ercises are tm often a charade, where subordinates present opriom ro a commander who
then picks the best one. Usually, however,
the srrbcmimtes know whtch option they prefer. They present, as orher options, ones that
had been rejectwl to round out dre field. Thii
procedure can be inet%cient becau~e it +
voree5 the smration assemnenr activities +rin
the response selection step and it giv’k!s
P
suborrhmtes the more demrmdmg 10b of,.iw
sessing the situation, Ir asks the cornmkr+er
to make a choice rather than work+rg with
rhe ream to mod@ and improve optidns.
There may be rimes when it is more effytive
to have the commander work with the stpff to
examine the sitrrrmon and then turn over to
them the job of preparing implementation
plans. If alternative vievpinrs and criticis~
are wanted, they should come during the rrssessmenr and initial planning, so as m
strengthen the option to b implemented.
A seeond oppornrnity is ro understand-how
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Experienceddeckion makersdo an
excellentjob of copingwkh timepressusw
arsddynw”c conditions.Ratherdran
tryingto changethe way they think,
we shorddk tindingways to he@ them.
We shorddbe developingtechniquesfor
broadeningtireiieqxxience basethrough
a,
so rhey cafrgainsituationSSSSeSSment more quicklyandaccsmrtely.

commanders can present their srrateglc intent
so that srrborclmater are able to improvise effectwely. It is dangerous to have sufmrdinates
Igrronng dlrectton and carrying out their own
plans, but it ISalso dangerous to have subordinates carrying out plans that no longer ake
sense. Improvisation arises when there ‘s ret,
ognition that the situation has functi nally
changed. We need to understand how ommanders can communicate their situation
t
sessment so that rheu subdkmtes can recognize and exploit changed conditions.
A third oppornrmry is to revise rraining
procedures. Certain speclakles need rrammg and analytical decision strategies. But
generally, traimng can be more productive
by focusing on situation assessment. Along
with teaching principles and rules, we

should present actual cases to develop sharper
discriminations and improve ability to anticipate the pitfalls of various options. The goal
of analytical decision umning is to teach procedures that are so abstract and powerfirl that
they wdl apply to a wide variety of cases. If
this had been successfid, it would have been
quite ef%cient. However, we have learned
that such rules do not exist. Instead, we need
to enhance expernse by presenting trainees
with a wide variety of situations and outcomes, and letting them improve their recognitlonal abihties. At the team level, we can
be using after-action reviews to present feedback about the pi-oars of the decision makhg
and not just on the content af the o tiona that
should have been selected.
-“7
A fourth opportunity is to improve dect.
sion sup~rt systems. We must insist that the
designers of these sysrernahave appropriate respect for the expertis of proficient opetators
and ensure that their systems and interfaces
do not comprom~ thk expertise. 7 We must
fmd ways to present operatom with displays
that will make sinratlon assessment easier and
more accurate. We also want dkplays that
wdl make it easier for operators to aaw.ss OP
tions in order to discover ~tential pmblerm.
In other words, we want to build decision
support systems rhat enhance recognitional as
well as analytical decision strategies. %
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